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The focus study of the IFH-Förderer annually examines a strategically important topic for retail. In the process, individual aspects of added value in retail are examined in detail and relevant implications for the entire retail landscape and for politics are derived. The focus study of the IFH is largely supported by the Presidium of the IFH-Förderer. Since dynamic pricing is currently being discussed in many ways, the focus in 2017 will be on price differentiation in retail as a highly relevant topic. Here a holistic view takes place: literature, company and market perspective as well as consumer view. For this purpose, a retailer workshop was conducted and around 2,000 consumers were interviewed in July 2017. In addition, prices of selected top products in the consumer electronics, perfume and footwear categories were collected online and stationary for four weeks. The IFH Focus Study 2017 was commissioned by the IFH-Förderer and the Handelsverband Deutschland (HDE).
PRICE DIFFERENTIATION AND DISPERSION IN RETAILING

1 INTRODUCTION

AN OLD DEBATE IS REKINDLED

In the last two years, policymakers and the public have been increasingly discussing the possibilities and consequences of greater price differentiation, particularly in online retailing. In particular, so-called personalized prices, i.e. prices for the same products at the same point of time that vary for different individuals, are the focus of some critics. Similarly, dynamic pricing, product prices that vary over time, received its portion of scrutiny. The subject got very critical opinions not only from individual politicians¹ and consumer protection initiatives², but also from the president of the German Bundeskartellamt (Federal Cartel Agency)³.

In fact, technical progress – or more precisely machine learning – can now provide probably better assessments of customer’s willingness to pay than ever before. Nevertheless, price differentiation is as old as trade itself. One can think of a fruit and vegetable vendor at a marketplace. In order to sell the perishable products, which will be wasted otherwise, the merchant would sell them at a substantial discount. Thus, the late coming customer will be lucky to buy products of similar quality at a lower price. In this case, we are dealing with dynamic prices, i.e. prices that strongly depend on timing. Today, we can still encounter such price differentiation. Gas stations can be a good example for retailers who frequently alter prices, making fuel more expensive in the morning than in the afternoon. However, the underlying reason in this case is not perishability, but competition between gas stations and change in demand. As result, prices change throughout the day.

The described dynamic pricing represents an example of a specific form of differentiated prices. Generally, price differentiation is defined as offering the same or a similar product at different prices by the same firm...
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(Philips 1983; Varian 1996). It is used to take advantage of customers' different willingness to pay either because of differences in the valuation of a good (the good has a higher subjective value for consumer 1 as for consumer 2) or in the evaluation of financial resources (1€ has relatively lower value for consumer 1 than for consumer 2). Therefore, customer heterogeneity is a necessary condition for price differentiation (Besanko, Dubé and Gupta 2003; Reinartz 2001).

The main motivation for companies to use price differentiation is to increase its profits, either through realization of higher margins with the same heel (Agrawal and Ferguson 2007) or through development of further target groups and increase in sales through specific discounts or other privileges (Philips 1983). In fact, it has been shown that successfully implemented price differentiation can achieve precisely these objectives and sometimes offers considerable financial advantages (Hanks, Cross and Noland 1992; Smith, Leimkuhler and Darrow 1992; Wirtz and Himes 2003; Guadix et al. 2010).

A series of empirical studies show that depending on the type of price differentiation, corporate profits can be increased up to 34% compared to a uniform price strategy (Khan and Jain 2005). For Netflix, for example, potential profit increases of up to 12% have been calculated, provided that around 5,000 variables are used for price optimization (Shiller 2014). In addition, consumers can also benefit from a differentiation strategy when prices are lower than what they would be under a uniform price strategy. Owing to the earnings prospects and often simple implementation, price differentiation continues to be a popular means of pricing policy.

PRICE DIFFERENTIATION AND PRICE DISPERSION: AN OVERVIEW

Price differentiation and price dispersion should be differentiated. While the former is done by the same retailer or manufacturer, the latter is a result of different pricing by different competing companies. The two forms can appear in many cases. For a better overview we will only focus on the differentiation between static and dynamic pricing (Figure 1): price dispersion is added by including competition. First, an individual company decides to offer either uniform prices or differentiated prices for certain products at one point in time (static price differentiation: quadrant 1). It can choose between channels (e.g., online vs. offline, online price search engines vs. direct entry) and customer segments (e.g., high-value vs. low-value customers, students vs. employees, classic quantity discounts) up to individual customer prices. If you also consider the adjustment of prices over time (dynamic price differentiation: quadrant 2), different prices can be charged depending on the time of day, weekday, month and season. In special cases of product innovations, certain price evolutions can be specified. The latter is prevalent, for example, as skimming pricing in the domain of consumer electronics. Innovations are priced higher at market launch in

![Figure 1: Dimensions of Price Differentiation](image-url)
order to skim the willingness-to-pay of particularly innovative consumers (so-called ‘early adopters’). The slower adopters then buy the same goods later at lower prices (cf. Coase 1972). Another widespread form of dynamic price differentiation is yield pricing, which can be observed for hotel and flight bookings. For example, the closer the time of departure, the higher up the ticket prices climb. If prices are adjusted and disclosed in this way over time, but equally for all customers, it is also referred to as a ‘weak’ form of price differentiation (Reinartz 2001). On the other hand, a company changes prices over time and between customer groups without these differences being apparent to the individual customer, we speak of ‘strong’ price differentiation.

However, the individual company does not operate in a non-competitive environment. In addition to the possible differentiation of its prices, it must also take competitors’ pricing into account. At a certain point in time, this results in different prices for the same product from different vendors (quadrant 3). As a rule, such prices vary over time, so that the provider must continuously monitor and, if necessary, adjust its price position (quadrant 4).

From the customer’s point of view, the pricing literature also makes a distinction between posted prices and price discovery (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak 2003). The first approach describes a pricing completely determined by the provider, in which the customer has no possibility of achieving a different price (take-it-or-leave-it). An example of this is senior discounts, which are granted depending on the age of the customer and over which the customer has no influence. The latter approach gives the customer some degree of control over the price paid. This works via self-selection mechanisms (e.g., channel selection or selection of the premium version of a product) or even individual price negotiations (e.g., on auction platforms).

This distinction is also found in the economic literature. In addition to perfect price differentiation, which is also referred to as first-degree price differentiation, a distinction is made between the exogenous and endogenous sorting of customers. Endogenous sorting, in which customers choose the most suitable tariff, is referred to as second-degree price differentiation. While exogenous sorting (from the customer’s point of view) is carried out by providers on objectively identifiable characteristics. Examples of this third degree price differentiation are senior discounts, geographical price differentiation by supplier country or different prices for men and women.

A selection of the various possibilities for price differentiation with different degrees of price influence by customers is shown in Figure 2.
RESEARCH FOCUS AND QUESTIONS

In analyzing price differentiation measures, we look at three distinct perspectives: namely the corporate, consumer and economic perspective. The company perspective focuses on a descriptive view of pricing and price differentiation and provides an overview of the challenges and current courses of action. In concrete terms, the aim of the analysis is to answer the following research questions:

1. What pricing challenges do retailers face today?
2. How do retailers set prices in the market (over time and between channels)?

To answer these questions, we conducted in-depth discussions with managers of major retail companies, observed prices in the market, and engaged in extensive literature research. In the next section, we will focus on the analysis of individual consumer behavior aiming to systematize the perception and effect of differentiated prices on the consumer. This part of the study is based on the following questions:

1. What do consumers know about (differentiated) prices?
2. How do consumers perceive actual price differentiation?
3. How do different forms of pre-differentiation affect customer attitudes and behavior?

Finally, focusing on society as a whole, it is necessary to derive economic policy implications. This raises a question which welfare effects and possibly also redistribution effects are triggered by price differentiation. We have investigated that through a review of the economic literature. Based on these analyses, we summarise the implications for clients, trade, and policymakers in Section 5.

2 PRICE DIFFERENTIATION FROM THE COMPANY PERSPECTIVE

To analyse the company perspective, we conducted an expert workshop and observed retail prices over time. Specifically, in May 2017, we discussed price challenges with managers of major retail companies in Germany. We were able to gain deep practical insight into the retailer and industry view. The following pricing issues have proved to be particularly relevant in practice:

1. **General pricing**, i.e. finding optimal pricing strategies, independent of differentiation and individualization measures;
2. **Price harmonization/differentiation** between sales channels, i.e. pricing decisions of multi-channel merchants;
3. **Right price reference in the competitive environment**, i.e. determining the relevant market and finding (price-) relevant competitors;
4. **Price differentiation for different customer groups which can be narrowed down to individualization**, i.e. behavioral or characteristics-related as well as time-dependent changes in prices as a future topic.

The order shows that the majority of retailers are currently still dealing with fundamental pricing issues. A current topic in the course of digitization is the coordination of pricing in stationary and online retailing. However, dynamic or even customer-specific pricing does not yet have priority in 2017/2018.

In July 2017, we observed both stationary and online retail prices over a four-week period. The research was conducted in 3 product categories: perfume, shoes and consumer electronics. The selection of categories is based on a differentiated mix of various attributes (online share of the overall market, price sensitivity of consumers, buying frequency), which can result in differentiated price developments.

Subject to the price observations were 15 stationary and online Amazon bestsellers per category. As a result, we collected 3,446 stationary prices with
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two observations per week and 299,513 prices online with two observations per day. While prices online were automatically scanned twice a day from the amazon.de, Google Shopping and idealo.de websites, the stationary prices in the corresponding stores were collected manually via store visits.

First of all, it is interesting to compare the observed prices with the manufacturers’ so-called recommended retail price (RRP). If all dealers adhere to a (uniform) RRP, there would be no price differentiation for the product in question. Overall, 76% of prices were below RRP, with average discounts of 6% for electronic products, 30% for perfume and 20% for footwear. This is a strong indication that retailers typically use their own pricing leeway instead of just implementing the price suggestions of product manufacturers.

It is also evident that the price level on the Internet is predominantly below the stationary level. For example, 80% of product-specific average prices across the three product categories are cheaper online than stationary. For electronic products, the ratio is more balanced. The observation of lower online prices is consistent with the assumption that variable distribution costs on the Internet are often lower and competitive pressure is higher than in stationary distribution.

It also shows that while stationary prices change rather rarely, prices on the Internet change quite frequently. The stationary dealers did not change prices in 88% of observations. In contrast, online prices remained unchanged by merchants in only 57% of cases. If online prices change, one third of retailers vary their prices by up to 10% (Figure 3).

If prices in the consumer electronics and perfume categories are adjusted many times, the one-time change in percent is lower than when a price change is performed only a few times. In the case of shoes, on the other hand, there is no clear correlation.

Overall, our expert discussions and market observations provide a somewhat surprising picture. When it comes to pricing, the challenges for retail companies are still primarily of a classic nature. There are many technical aspects that limit the scope for implementing differentiated prices. An important “digital” topic is the coordination of prices between stationary and digital retailing. Analysis of prices over one month shows that retailers use their price corridor to set prices different from the RRP. Overall, there is a clear price dispersion, which means that different dealers ask different prices for the same product at the same time. Rates on the Internet are typically lower than in physical stores. Here, pricing is also less dynamic. Almost 90% of the prices within the observation month remained unchanged. On the Internet, 43% of the prices changed at least once within the observation period.
3 PRICE DIFFERENTIATION FROM A CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

With regard to the consumer perspective, the main question is whether consumers are able to recognize differentiated prices and how this knowledge affects purchase and repurchase. In order to answer that, we asked more than 2,000 consumers about their experiences in a representative survey and conducted a scenario experiment exposing them to different types of price differentiation. Once again, we used the three categories perfume, shoes, and consumer electronics. In particular, we aimed to answer three questions:

1. What do consumers know about (differentiated) prices?
2. How do consumers perceive actual price differentiation?
3. How do different forms of pre-differentiation affect consumer attitudes and behavior?

**PRICE SEARCH BEHAVIOR AND PRICE KNOWLEDGE**

Awareness is the decisive factor for the effect of price differentiation on consumer behavior. As part of “Fencing” (Zhang and Bell 2010), companies endeavor to avoid making differentiated prices obvious to consumers. While such efforts were relatively easy to implement in the pre-digital age, price comparisons between different providers are now possible online at low search costs. So it is not surprising that consumers research prices mainly on the Internet. Our research shows that prices are sought both for the product purchased later and for product alternatives. Price comparison sites (e.g., idealo.de, guenstiger.de) play a decisive role alongside the online shops themselves. However, at least one in four consumers also uses stationary shops to obtain price information (Figure 4).

For many consumers, price research is a fixed element of the pre-purchase phase. However, it can be assumed that this, just like price orientation as a whole, is also subject to a certain degree of heterogeneity, meaning that there are distinct segments with different price sensitivity. On the basis of various questions on price setting, we have therefore divided our sample into two categories (1: strong price orientation, 2: average price orientation) and analyzed their respective characteristics. It can be seen that only very few consumers have a really low price orientation, which means that the overall price is an important purchasing factor for almost all participants.

Contrary to the intuitive assumption, the group of very price-oriented buyers is in fact comparatively young, digital and has a high-income. More than half are younger than 39 years. 42% (35%) of the strongly (average) price-oriented buyers generate a net household income of over 3,000€. Almost a third (27%) increasingly purchases products on the Internet (average price orientation: 19%) and uses smartphones frequently (25% vs. 10% smart consumers). With regard to price search, this segment also makes increased use of various channels (multi-channel price search).

On the basis of the often intensively conducted price research, consumers usually obtain a fairly exact idea of the desired product and possible alternatives. For example, 60% (average...
price orientation) and 75% (strong price orientation) of consumers say that they know the price range very well before making a purchase. But even the purchase itself often does not mark the end of the price research: at least 50% of the consumers surveyed have seen their product again in retail stores or online after the purchase, of which just under 10% observed a more favorable price. Reactions ranged from anger and active complaints to return of the product or request for reimbursement of the price difference.

All in all, it can be said that in times of constantly growing e-commerce sales it is extremely difficult for companies to conceal differentiated prices. Above all, price differences between dealers are easily uncovered by price search engines or direct shop comparison. The desire of some companies to have their price differentiation concealed and keep it unnoticed is, in our opinion, a misguided failure and is very unlikely to be implemented effectively. Also very important: completion of the purchase does not necessarily mark the end of the interaction. Especially in online retailing, the return rates still represent an enormous economic challenge. Although price discrimination is not the only reason for the return of purchased products, it can certainly be regarded as an important return driver. In the following, we would like to shed light on which types of price differentiation cause such consumer behavior and whether these types are perceived differently.

**PERCEPTION AND IMPACT OF DIFFERENTIATED PRICES**

**Current state of research**

A large number of scientific studies deals with the effects of price differentiation on consumer behavior. An often examined aspect is the perceived price fairness (e.g., Anderson and Simester 2008; Darke and Dahl 2003; Greenberg 1987; Wu et al. 2012; Xia, Monroe and Cox 2004). Perceived fairness is seen as the first link in a chain of possible consumer reactions to price differentiation, which can ultimately lead to termination of the business relationship by the consumer (Figure 5).

Price fairness is assessed by consumers in a relative manner, i.e., against a reference value (Xia, Monroe and Cox 2004). The reference value may be a price previously paid for the product, a price paid by other consumers, prices of similar products or other distribution channels. The greater the positive deviation of the price from this reference value is, the more unfairly the price is perceived by the consumer.

When consumers evaluate a price differentiation measure, they first look at the fairness of the price rule itself (e.g., quantity discount vs. new consumer discount). They are guided by social or industry standards (Heyman and Mellers 2008; Maxwell 2002), but also by their own situation and how much they can identify with the rule. If the rule is considered fair, the likelihood that the measure as a whole appears fair also increases (Dickson and Kalapurakal 1994). This means that explanations of pricing decisions can have a positive effect on the assessment of the price
by consumers (Folkes 1990; Xia, Monroe and Cox 2004). For example, rebates for seniors or students are often perceived as fair, as these population groups have a lower income.

The fairness of a price rule has a long-term effect that goes beyond a specific transaction: If consumers classify a price rule as fair, subsequent transactions based on similar rules are also classified as fair (Haws and Bearden 2006). Which other price rules are perceived as fair or unfair will be considered in more detail later on.

Closely linked to the price rule is the presumed motive behind a price change by the company. This also influences the assessment of price fairness by the consumer (Campbell 1999). If consumers suspect bad motives (such as pure greed for profit) behind a price increase, they will perceive this as unfair. On the other hand, however, there are price changes or types of differentiation that suggest an acceptable motive. For example, if a consumer has only a small turnover with a provider, she would usually not find it unfair if she received a lower discount. This assessment is due to the fact that companies can grant higher discounts on a higher margin without losing money. Higher prices are also considered more acceptable due to higher costs, as consumers are ready to give the supplier a certain margin unless they feel they are being exploited (Bearden and Netemeyer 2003; Thaler 1985).

The most important factor in assessing price fairness is probably the similarity of the transaction. Generally, the more similar a transaction is to another, the more likely it is that price rules for differentiation are perceived as unfair (Xia, Monroe and Cox 2004). In similar transactions, consumers find it more difficult to find justifications for price differences (Anderson and Simester 2008). In dissimilar transactions, however, consumers can attribute different prices to these dissimilarities, which increases perceived fairness.

The similarity of the transaction can be anchored in the price rule itself (e.g., children have free entry), but also vary depending on the situation, that is, on how similar the current transaction is to the specific consumer’s situation (e.g., children up to 6 years have free entry, my child has just turned 7). However, the perceived fairness of the price rule depends on which dimension is the source of the similarity. To consider are:

- Similarity of the product
- Similarity to other consumers (segment-based differentiation)
- Similarity to other sales channels (channel-based differentiation)
- Proximity to time of differentiation (intertemporal differentiation)

A price differentiation that offers a lower price for an identical product, in the same channel, to a comparable consumer at the same time is perceived as highly unfair. In a large-scale field experiment, Anderson and Simester (2008) find an effect of surcharges for oversized clothes on the perceived fairness of the price. However, this result only applies to those consumers who bought the smallest oversize. They had just missed the lower price, so they felt a high similarity to a transaction in which they would have paid a lower price. This consumer group thus considers the price premium to be the most unfair. In principle, price differences to other, similar consumers are perceived as particularly unfair (Haws and Bearden 2006).

In addition, there are other factors influencing perceived price fairness. If consumers can decide for themselves to a certain degree what price they pay (e.g., through different versions of a product - basis vs. premium), or learn price rules on the basis of recurring patterns (e.g., gas station prices), this control leads to a fairer perception of differentiation. Price auctions offer the consumer a maximum of control. Stable, trusting consumer relationships also increase fairness, as consumers do not assume that the company has bad motives (see motive of price differentiation) to capture different forms of price differentiation on the consumer side. Finally, consumers get used to the established price rules and accept differentiated prices as industry standards over time (Kimes 1994; Kimes and Noone 2002; Wirtz and Kimes 2007).

Scenario experiment
The study of consumer reactions to price differentiation is methodologically not trivial, as a direct assessment of this practice leads to distorted results. In particular, it is not appropriate
to ask consumers what they think of differentiated prices - with a few exceptions, as the reactions would be negative. If, on the other hand, one asked for the evaluation of discounts, a concrete form of implementation of price differentiation, the reaction would probably be reversed. To avoid that, we have chosen an indirect survey method to capture different forms of price differentiation on the consumer side. For this purpose, we created purchase scenarios that included a disclosure of differentiated prices after the (fictitious) purchase of a product. Subsequently, consumer perceptions and behavioral intentions were surveyed. Specifically, we investigated four forms of price differentiation (temporal, online vs. offline, online channel-based, loyalty program membership), each with two characteristics plus a situation of differentiation for no apparent reason.

In addition, we have made a distinction between the consumer's disadvantage (price after purchase lower than at purchase) and the consumer's advantage (price after purchase higher than at purchase) through price differentiation. The 2,000 study participants were each randomly assigned to one of the 18 \((4 \times 2 + 1) \times 2\) scenarios that emerged. Comparison of the groups provides information on the perception of the different forms of price differentiation and their effects on consumer behavior. The price difference was set at 15%. Figure 6 summarizes the experimental design. In principle, it can be said that consumers find differentiated prices almost entirely unfair. This is one of the key findings of our study. This is the case even if they paid a lower price, i.e., they were favored by differentiation. Thus - despite prevailing satisfaction with the price paid by the participants themselves - only just under 35% of the preferred participants perceive the price difference as fair across all groups (Top-2 view). As expected, the number for disadvantaged consumers is even lower at 15%. Consumers with a price advantage rather attribute this circumstance of being favored to chance, fearing that they will not be protected from higher prices when making their next purchase. This lack of control over which side of the price difference you find yourself on as a consumer ultimately leads to a feeling of unfairness.

In addition, we can identify significant differences between the different forms of price differentiation. The fairest way to receive favorable prices is a loyalty program (owners of so-called consumer cards). Loyalty program members are expected to benefit from their membership and better prices is one way to realize such benefits. This result corresponds to the mechanisms discussed above: Membership in a loyalty program is brought about through “self-selection”, i.e., consumers decide on their own authority whether they wish to participate. This change in status is therefore subject to a high degree of control by the consumer. It is also generally accepted that members enjoy certain privileges (in particular

---

5 The sample is representative for the Federal Republic of Germany by age and gender in July 2017.
discounts) and in return disclose their personal data and purchasing behavior to the company. In addition, consumer cards have existed for some time already, so that a certain customizing effect can be assumed. It must be borne in mind, however, that even with this measure, which is perceived as relatively fair, every second consumer with a price advantage still expresses doubts about its fairness and just below 75% of disadvantaged consumers do not consider such discounts to be fair, either.

Depending on the design, the classic dynamic price differentiation (= different prices at different times) is comparatively acceptable for consumers - at least if prices are not changed on short notice. If a consumer paid a lower price for the same product one week after the actual purchase, “only” 80% of the participants felt this was not fair. If, on the other hand, the product is already cheaper the next day, this figure rises to just under 90%

The discrepancy between the fairness assessment of favored and disadvantaged consumers is strikingly high when it comes to the often discussed channel-dependent pricing. 30% of consumers, and thus the second highest value of all differentiation measures, find it fair to have paid a lower price online than in retail stores. On the other hand, this figure falls below 15% if we consider the stationary buyers, who had to accept a correspondingly higher price. One possible explanation for these different perceptions lies in the attribution of the price difference. Online shoppers could attribute the lower price to their “smart” behavior, that is, they ascribe it to themselves to have discovered and used the price advantage. Ultimately, every consumer is theoretically free to obtain a better price online than stationary (high control through the possibility of self-selection). On the other hand, however, offline shoppers may feel treated unfairly and may not attribute the higher price to their own abandonment of the online channel, but accuse the company of having an asymmetrical pricing policy. Especially for multi-channel merchants it is understood from the consumer’s point of view that the underlying costs are allocated to all sales channels. Hence the higher service expenditures in stationary retail should not lead to different prices online and offline. Thus, despite the fundamental acceptance of the less favorable cost structure of in-store retailing, the disadvantage is assessed as unfair. This result tends to favor standardization of prices in various channels.

The rear runner in the evaluation of fairness is arbitrary price differentiation (which basically also includes prices based on different willingness-to-pay, so-called individual prices), the frequent change of prices over time (daily changing prices; see above) and the distinction between entry channels in online shopping (direct entry vs. entry via price comparison sites). The latter is already used by many companies as standard. Figure 7 summarizes the effects based on the type of price differentiation.

I find the price difference fair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Form of differentiation</th>
<th>Results [Top-2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Time</td>
<td>“[…] would have paid a higher price the next day.”</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] would have paid a lower price the next day.”</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] would have paid a lower price in a week.”</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Channel</td>
<td>“[…] I paid a lower price online than in the shop.”</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] I paid a higher price in the shop than online.”</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Access to online shop</td>
<td>“[…] went directly to the online shop and paid a higher price.”</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Loyalty Program Membership</td>
<td>“[…] I paid a lower price with a customer card.”</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] I paid a higher price without a customer card.”</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Without cause apparent to customers</td>
<td>“[…] paid a higher price for no apparent reason.”</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Perception of Price Fairness for Varying Types of Price Differentiation
Pricing practices perceived as unfair can affect both the current transaction (see above) and the future business relationship between merchant and consumer. The latter manifests itself above all in a decline in willingness to repurchase and a fundamental loss of confidence in the retailer. After revealing differentiated prices, only 31% of disadvantaged consumers say they will reconsider the retailer when making their next purchase decision. This corresponds to a decline of 66% compared to a transaction without price differentiation. Even with a price advantage, the willingness to repurchase decreases significantly by 31% (Figure 8).

A “before and after” comparison also reveals that price differentiation can significantly shake confidence in the retailer. This even applies to consumers who previously had extremely high levels of trust, especially in the retailer’s pricing (Figure 9). But it is not only the confidence in the retailer’s pricing that is affected. Differentiated prices affect different dimensions of trust, which can be specific, but also more general in nature. The basic image of the retailer as a reliable and trustworthy partner suffers the most. Surprisingly, however, a pricing policy perceived as unfair can even have a negative impact on very specific aspects such as product quality.

Figure 8: Effects of Price Differentiation on Repurchase Intention (Consideration Set)

Figure 9: Trust in the Retailer Before and After Price Differentiation

In comparison for the consideration set of repurchases without price differentiation, we refer to data from the ECC Success Factor Study, Vol. 6, which shows a value of 89.4% for the same industries (shoes, perfume, and consumer electronics) in online retailing.
Figure 10 shows a selection of the effects of price differentiation on different evaluation measures.

Finally, differences in trust between different types of price differentiation become apparent, with similar implications as in the case of perceived fairness. Only a price advantage based on a loyalty program membership does not affect trust towards the company. The dynamic pricing measures have only a minor negative impact over time, especially low-frequent price adjustments. Moderate losses of trust are caused by different prices online and stationary and clearly negative effects are caused by differences between online channels (direct entry vs. entry via price comparison site) as well as differentiation without obvious reasons for the consumer.

CONCLUSION CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

Price differentiation is a delicate undertaking in a transparent market environment where information is spreading rapidly and the consumer has unprecedented power. Consumers are, to a large extent, very well informed about price differences. Differentiated pricing therefore often has consequences for the current transaction (complaint, return, reimbursement of the price difference) as well as for the future consumer relationship (trust, repurchase, loyalty). The situation is only slightly better if the consumer is favored by the price difference. Differentiated prices are almost always perceived as unfair and can lead to considerable damage to the business relationship and, ultimately, to a change of supplier.

However, there are differences in the way price differentiation measures are perceived. Particularly unfair practices often fail because of a lack of market acceptance. The direct and indirect sanction mechanisms imposed by the consumer – reluctance to buy, product returns, repurchase behavior, (online) word of mouth, etc. – make it difficult for retailers to use truly discriminatory practices. It is therefore in the self-interest of retailers to implement sensible and acceptable pricing mechanisms. This also means that companies should approach the issue with great caution so as not to jeopardize the valuable trust in their brand. The desire to maintain this trust serves as a natural and effective counter mechanism in order not to use price differentiation in a reckless way. We explain in more detail what companies should look for in the concrete design of price differentiation when we present the implications for retailers (Chapter 5).
For an economic welfare analysis of differentiated prices, their effects on companies and consumers as a whole must be considered. Much of the existing literature shows that price differentiation has positive effects on the welfare of society as a whole. This applies in particular to B2C markets. Price differentiation in the B2C segment essentially has two effects: On the one hand, companies can – provided they succeed in establishing price differentiation in the market – increase margins with the customers willing to pay. This effect is neutral in terms of allocative efficiency, even if it implies redistribution effects. On the other hand, however, by differentiating prices, suppliers can accommodate customers who are less willing or able to pay, so that they are not excluded from consumption. This second effect induces the positive welfare effects compared to uniform prices. Although the welfare effects in B2C markets often tend to be positive, there are also exceptions, which are mainly discussed in the theoretical literature. The more recent behavioral economic literature (see Heidhues and Köszegi 2015) shows that price differentiation can have negative welfare effects if certain “naive” consumers are tempted to buy products that have a lower benefit or higher follow-up costs than expected when purchased.

An often cited example is overdraft interest on credit cards. Indeed, most examples of negative welfare effects of price differentiation have so far come from the financial sector, from insurance companies or from other sectors with longer-term contracts (e.g., in mobile telephony). Here, however, personalized prices have long been standard (e.g., for credit agreements, no-claims bonus discounts for car insurance). When renewing mobile phone contracts, individual bonuses for the extension have always been given. Recent theoretical work on credit card markets (Heidhues and Köszegi 2010, 2015, 2017) and somewhat older empirical work on the telecommunications market (Narayanan, Chintagunta and Miravete 2007; Miravete and Palacios-Huerta 2014) show that less experienced consumers in particular can be disadvantaged by differentiated prices. Consumers who repeatedly misjudge their own behavior (such as overdrawing their credit card) regularly suffer from differentiated prices, as the literature shows. At the same time, however, undifferentiated tariffs lead to inefficiencies and disadvantages for certain customer groups with a low credit risk or a low risk of damage, particularly in the case of financial products or insurances, where default risks (for loans) or the risk of a loss (for insurance) regularly vary from individual to individual. A general assessment is therefore not appropriate even in these exceptional cases.

It should also be borne in mind that (a) the implementation of price differentiation – even when large amounts of data (“big data”) are available – is costly and (b) consumers often develop mechanisms to circumvent price differentiation in response. This can result in additional transaction costs (such as search costs), which also reduce welfare. In extreme cases, there may even be an “arms race” in which providers develop increasingly sophisticated price differentiation mechanisms and consumers develop corresponding alternative mechanisms. Thus, in theory, the effects of price differentiation in the B2C area are not always clear, but depend on the individual case. By and large, however, contributions that expect positive welfare effects from price differentiation dominate.

Whether more differentiated or even personalized prices will prevail in a particular market also depends on a whole series of factors. First, the ability of a company to differentiate prices tends to be limited by competition. In addition, buyers have the opportunity to arbitrage, i.e., to sell the products on a secondary market, for example. This has long been known from analyses of re-imports and parallel trade. However, such arbitrage is more difficult for products such as travel services (flights, overnight stays) and financial services (consumer credit, insurance), as contracts are regularly concluded by name. If customers can easily compare product prices on the Internet with price search engines before buying, there are limits to the personalization of pricing, at least in competition. However, in the case of financial services in particular, differentiation of interest rates and
insurance premiums is also to be expected in the case of competition, since the individual risks and thus the costs of the provision of services differ from one person to another.

Empirically, the question of whether price differentiation automatically decreases or even increases with increasing competition is not answered uniformly. Katz (1984), Borenstein (1985) and Holmes (1989), for example, show that price differentiation can survive in competitive markets and can even boost efficiency. However, price differentiation leads to redistribution not only from consumers to producers, but also among consumers, e.g., from frequent to infrequent users or vice versa. The industry most intensively studied in the empirical economic literature in terms of price differentiation is probably aviation. Borenstein and Rose (1994) and Stavins (2001), for example, find that price differentiation increases with increasing competition, while Gerardi and Shapiro (2009) come to the opposite conclusion. Chandra and Lederman (2016) show that other factors such as the extent and nature of consumer differences have a significant influence on how competition affects the extent of price differentiation. Verboven (1996) has demonstrated the extent of price differentiation by country in the European passenger car market. However, a possible ban on price discrimination can have ambivalent effects on competition. In extreme cases, such a ban can lead to suppliers withdrawing from a market and thus weakening competition.

In addition, price differentiation can also serve as a means of customer acquisition and market entry, so that a ban would make market entry more difficult and even weaken competition.

Second, companies are concerned that customers may feel unfairly treated if they pay more for the same product at the same time than anyone else (Richards, Liaukonyte and Streletskaia 2016; Vulkan and Shem-Tovb 2015) for no objectively identifiable and transparent reason (unlike, for example, senior or student rates). The risk of reputational damage may cause companies not to differentiate prices individually (Kalka and Krämer 2016). On the contrary, companies may even build a reputation for not differentiating prices but offering “permanently low prices.”

Third, with more individualized pricing, it is to be expected that counter mechanisms will develop, particularly on the Internet. There are already special platforms that provide information about discount coupons (Zander-Hayat, Reisch and Steffen 2016, pp. 403, 404 f.). Another example is the development of ad-blockers in response to increasing Internet advertising. If consumers notice, for example, that online prices are differentiated depending on the search history, terminal device, GPS location, etc., the development of technical countermeasures (such as hiding or simulating search histories or GPS locations) must be expected to protect consumers from high prices.

Currently, there is also hardly any reliable evidence for an increase in personally differentiated prices, as a study by Schleusener and Hosell (2015) commissioned by the Expert Council for Consumer Affairs at the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection has shown. While intertemporal price differentiation ("dynamic pricing") seems to be increasing to some extent (see Zander-Hayat, Reisch and Steffen 2016; Schleusener 2016), to date, there is hardly any reliable evidence for an increase in personalized pricing. According to the study by Schleusener and Hosell, a price differentiation according to user characteristics and operating system was only apparent for high-priced package tours. However, such a price differentiation could not be proven for low-priced package tours or for the other experimentally tested sectors (tourism air travel, consumer electronics, sporting goods, fashion, insurance, toys, media/sound carriers, food/pet food, drugstore, garden furniture). Even the decidedly critical Expert Council for Consumer Affairs conceded on its website that “personalized prices in practice have so far only been verifiable in isolated cases.”
5 IMPLICATIONS

The number of current empirical studies on price differentiation is surprisingly low. However, there is much to suggest that sellers with active price differentiation can often increase their profits by expanding sales and/or increasing the average price. However, competition for individual customers may also increase if competing salespeople differentiate their prices on a customer-specific basis. This can reduce corporate profits. The extent of price differentiation is fundamentally limited by competition, arbitrage opportunities and customer information, but also by the consumers’ sense of fairness.

Overall, the importance of price differentiation as a pricing policy instrument in practice is clearly overrated in public debate. This overestimation concerns in particular the newer forms of customer-specific pricing across all sales channels as well as dynamic pricing in stationary retail. The general pricing in the market environment continues to represent the greater challenge for companies, in particular also the coordination of stationary and digital sales. Many companies lack not only the experience and knowledge (e.g., about individual willingness-to-pay) for profitable customer-specific and dynamic price differentiation, but also the appropriate technologies, such as electronic price tags in stationary retail. Another important restriction for companies is the acceptance of price differentiation by customers and society. A recent finding in this context is that the sense of fairness of customers regarding different prices, negative media coverage about appropriate measures, and consequently the possible reluctance to when prices are perceived as unfair can represent an important restriction for companies. In other words, the protection of one’s own brand equity takes on the role of a natural and important regulator.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RETAILERS

Retailers face a number of challenges in implementing price differentiation. Despite the current exaggeration of the discussion about the possibilities of price setting up to individual prices, we assume that the importance of (acceptable forms of) price differentiation will increase in the future. This is due, on the one hand, to technical developments in digital technology and, on the other hand, is supported by accustoming effects. But not everything that is technically possible should be implemented. In particular, it is important not to put customer trust and thus long-term business relationships at risk. Based on findings from previous scientific research and our own investigations, we recommend that you consider the following points when implementing price differentiation:

- An (apparently) indiscriminate differentiation between customers is to be avoided. Segment based price differentiation is enforceable on the market if there are acceptable reasons for differentiated prices (e.g., senior discount) and no bad motives are to be assumed (e.g., obvious profit maximization). Self-selection mechanisms such as versioning or loyalty programs are particularly suitable for giving customers the opportunity to find the most suitable offer for them at the respective price.

- A crucial point for fair price differentiation is the similarity of the transaction. The more customers, products, times and/or sales channels resemble each other at simultaneously different prices, the more unfairly the measure is perceived. To reduce the similarity between transactions, it makes sense to differentiate products to justify different prices.

- Individual pricing based on the customers’ willingness to pay is not recommended for otherwise identical transactions. Rather, retailers should concentrate on putting together individual packages that differ between customers. A lower willingness to pay often goes hand in hand with further purchasing behaviour, which merchants should use to differentiate between customers in a targeted manner that is acceptable to customers.

- If you choose dynamic prices, i.e., prices that vary over time, then the price changes should not follow one another too quickly. The longer the period of stable prices lasts, the fairer the price adjustment is for the customer.

- A higher degree of control over
the price leads to the customer attributing a possibly paid price premium to herself (self-attribute) instead of seeking the “blame” for this with the company. Therefore, these price rules are perceived as fairer that either allow the customer to immediately exercise a certain degree of co-determination or to learn this through several transactions (e.g., finding the cheapest distribution channel).

- A stable customer relationship with a high degree of trust in the company prevents the assumption of lower motives behind a price differentiation and can thus increase the perceived price fairness. However, if this confidence is shaken by a questionable pricing policy, it becomes more difficult to impose price differences.

- Finally, price differentiation measures should not be introduced too abruptly. Over time, learning lead to greater acceptance of price differentiation. Retailers should therefore cautiously enter the market, watch out for market reactions from customers and competitors and, if necessary, take further measures from there.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSUMERS

Consumers can save money through attentive comparison and flexible shopping. For example, prices for the product categories examined in our market price observation - shoes, perfume and electronic equipment - are changing. Within one month, we have not seen any changes for almost 90% of the prices in over-the-counter retail. In the same period, 43% of prices on the Internet have changed once or several times. In 80% of cases, prices there are also lower than stationary prices. An overview of the prices before the purchase can therefore be worthwhile. In addition, 76% of the prices were below the recommended retail prices, in the case of perfume, for example, the discounts were at 30%. If a price is at the level of the RRP, it may well be worth asking or looking for a lower price. In addition, the sometimes high price dispersion in the categories examined makes it clear that the price is only one attribute for consumers, among many others. Consumers maximize their overall benefit, which also includes dimensions such as availability, service or advice – and are prepared to pay more than the lowest possible price.

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS

For the political discussion, it is important to keep in mind that according to established economic research price differentiation of end customers can often increase overall welfare. The economic effect of price differentiation vis-à-vis end customers is positive in that price differentiation enables companies to serve customers with lower willingness to pay at lower prices without forgoing margins with more solvent customers. Without price differentiation, companies would tend to set higher uniform prices, so that fewer customers with lower willingness-to-pay would be served. On the other hand, certain forms of price differentiation ultimately limit competition at the expense of overall welfare. Fortunately, there are already proven antitrust rules against such predatory price tactics, so there is no new need for action as a result of this possibility. In addition to the macroeconomic welfare effects, price differentiation can also lead to a redistribution of welfare benefits between businesses and consumers and between different consumer groups. Particularly where competition is less intense, companies may increase their profits by differentiating prices at the expense of consumers (even if more consumers are served). However, when competition is fierce, corporate profits will tend to fall and many consumers will benefit from lower prices.

These findings speak primarily for an effective application of existing competition law and not for special regulations of price differentiation in retailing. The latter would mean a considerable encroachment on the freedom of contract, which appears neither adequate nor in its overall effect positive. Nevertheless, the relevance of regulations for data use and transparency for consumer protection remains undisputed. These can also help customers to stay informed about different prices, easily find the best offer and thus intensify competition for the benefit of customers.
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